
LM3900 MULTI-CHANNEL AUDIO MIXER 
 
A simple multi-channel audio mixer circuit using LM3900 quad amplifier is given below. The circuit 
consists of 4 channel quad amplifier (LM3900). Two mic audio inputs and two direct line inputs are 
available in this circuit. By adding the same circuit parallel with this, you can increase the number of 
inputs according to the applications. Each input is connected to the inverting terminal of 
LM3900.The built in amplifier of each section amplifies every audio input separately and is fed to 
the output terminals. The output terminal from each channel is connected to a single output line with 
a resistance not greater than 680K and produces a mixed audio at the output with very low noise. 
This audio mixer circuit doesn’t use a low impedance input to mix ideal sources. Capacitors C1 to C4 
are the decoupling capacitors for the corresponding channels. C5 is the output decoupling capacitor. 
 
Circuit Diagram. 

 
Multi channel audio mixer circuit 
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General Description of LM3900. 
LM3900 series amplifiers consist of four independent and internally compensated amplifiers that are 
designed for single and wide power supply voltage. These amplifiers provide a wide range of voltage 
inputs and very good response for all audio frequencies. They also provide a large output swing. 
 
The architecture and pin configuration of LM3900 is shown in the 
picture below. 

 
LM3900 pin configuration and architecture 

  
 
The main features of this audio mixer circuit as compared to the other 
audio mixers are given below. 
1)      Wide range of supply voltage input (4volt to 32volt) 
2)      Dual voltage supplies also adoptable (+/- 2.2volt to +/-16volt) 
3)      Low input biasing current(30nA) 
4)      Providing very high open loop gain(70dB) 
5)      Output short circuit protection 
6)      Simple and compatible design 
7)      Low distortion 
8)      Good frequency response 
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Notes. 
 Assemble the circuit on a good quality PCB. 
 The circuit can be powered from anything between 5 to 30V DC. 
 The power supply must be well regulated and free from any sort of noise. 
 LM3900 must be mounted  on a holder. 
 VR1 to VR4 can be used for adjusting the volume level of the corresponding channels. 
 All fixed resistors are 1/4 watt carbon film type. 
 If the power supply circuit is far from the mixer circuit, then a 100uF/50V electrolytic capacitor 

must be connected from the positive supply rail to the ground. 
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